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Nilt Ars Legatus Legionis

"Personally responsible" huh? I'll buy that when he gets canned or this guy is charged with lying to
Congress.



Every time there is a security incident, Microsoft should be required to invest $1,000,000 into its on-
premise products. That would really be punishment for Nadella.

Yesterday at 4:45 PM



Kinda sounds like a certain airplane manufacturer...or pretty much any corporation these days.

What's funny to me is that they seem shocked by the blowback. Tells me they have zero people paying
attention to, or interacting with, their customers. They are only paying attention to the wall street hype
trains.

Yesterday at 4:47 PM



"Can we push to prod?"
"No, not until Nadella approves the latest commits."

y g g g y g g g
forms, etc. So what actually is this saying? On the day-to-day level?

Yesterday at 4:55 PM



y g y y p

Yesterday at 5:05 PM



JoeJohnJackson Wise, Aged Ars VeteranJ

yippiekayakotherbuckets said:

Since when do for-profit companies not produce open source software?

I don't remember Red Hat, IBM, Intel, AMD, Novell, etc. being non-profit companies. 

is produced by a for-profit company, apart from open source software



JoeJohnJackson Wise, Aged Ars VeteranJ

yippiekayakotherbuckets said:

Your edit is still false. All those for-profit companies I mention have all created and contributed GPL
code to quite a few projects which are FOSS. Unless you have some alternate defintion of FOSS? 

Edited 



Popular

Danellicus Ars Scholae PalatinaeD

Maton said:

$1M is sofa change for Microsoft. This kind of a breach-leak should have real financial penalties,
starting with B. Or else somebody like Brad Smith or Satya Nadella can see the inside of a Club Fed
for 6 months. Otherwise they just pay the penalty and move on.

Every time there is a security incident, Microsoft should be required to invest $1,000,000 into its on-
premise products. That would really be punishment for Nadella.



vought1221 Ars PraetorianV

What the hell is a “senior level deputy CISO”?

Jesus. They’re just making shit up at this point to keep those sweet, sweet services contracts
coming.



1 2

g p y p

Vote with your wallet, all you smart guys in suits in the government and in industry.

The same government who, through DARPA, can fund a whole new initiative, can change the
industry completely. Don't act like you can't do a thing except make a big show of hauling Satya
onto the carpet, and questioning him.

Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on... well, you know.

Yesterday at 5:28 PM
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